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A general moment inequality for the maximum of partial sums 
of single series 
F. MÓRICZ 
1. The main result 
Let ( X , si, fi) be a (not necessarily finite or a-finite) positive measure space. Let 
{£k~Zk(x): k=\, 2,...} be a given sequence of functions, defined on X, measurable 
with respect to si, and such that \£k\y are integrable over X with respect to fi, where 
y is a fixed real number, y s i ; i.e., our permanent assumption is that £k(iLy(X, si, fi) 
for each k. Set 
b + l 
S(b, l)= 2 £k and M(b, m) = max |S(b , l)\, k=b+1 ISiSm 
where b is a nonnegative integer, / and m are positive integers. 
In the following, f{b, m) denotes a nonnegative function defined for integral 
b^O and m ^ l , which possesses the 'superadditivity' property: 
(1.1) f(b, k)+f{b + k,l)7sf(b,k + l) for 0, fcsl, and / s i . 
We shortly explain the origin of the term 'superadditivity' in connection with 
the property expressed by (1.1). The fact is that f(b, k) is actually a function of the 
interval (b, b+k]=I1 with nonnegative integer endpoints. Considering the intervals 
h=(b+k,b+k+[] and I=(b, b+k+[\ too, we can see that the union AU/2 is a 
disjoint representation of I. Now (1.1) can be rewritten as follows 
/ ( A ) + / ( 4 ) = f U ) where / ( / J = f ( b , k), etc. 
In the additive or subadditive case the relation should be replaced by 
or ' s ' , respectively. 
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Further, by <p(t,m) we denote a nonnegative function defined for real f ^ O 
and integral wiSl . We assume that cp(t, m) is nondecreasing in both variables, i.e., 
<K'i> m i ) — 9 ('2, m2) whenever 0 ^ t2 and 1 ^ m1 ^ m2. 
Our main result can be formulated as follows. 
T h e o r e m . Let y s l be given. Suppose that there exist a nonnegative and super-
additive function f(b,m), and a nonnegative function <p(t, m), nondecreasing in both 
variables, such that for every ¿SO and m^ 1 we have 
(1.2) / 1 S ( b , m)p dfi m) <p?(/(i>, m), m). 
Then for every b^O and m?2 we /jaw both the inequality 
0 . 3 ) 
and the inequality 
(i.4) / J T » . » ) * . m ) { ; r v ( i % i = > . [ 5 ] ) } ' . 
Here and in the sequel the integrals are taken over the whole space X, [/] denotes 
the integral part of t, and all logarithms are with base 2. 
R e m a r k 1. It is striking that the factor 5/2 in (1.4) does not depend on y, 
in contrast to the factor in (1.3). On the other hand, we have to take [m/2k] 
in the argument of <p on the right-hand side of (1.4), instead of [w/2 t+1], which is the 
case in (1.3). 
2. Special cases 
We are going to present the riches of applicability of our Theorem, without 
aiming at completeness. 
Let us take (p(t,m)=fa~v>h with an c o l . Then 
[logm] ( t \m~l\ 
<P(t, m) = 2 <P \y\} = 0 
independently of m. 
C o r o l l a r y 1. Let a > l and y ^ l be given. Suppose that there exists a non-
negative and superadditive function f(b, m) such that for every fcsO and mSl we have 
J\S(b,m)\?dvSf*(b, m). 
Then for every b^O and mSl we have 
f My{b, m) dn y (1-2«>>»)-»/•(&, m). 
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This result, apart from the factor 5/2 on the right-hand side, was proved by 
the present author in [3, Theorem 1], and somewhat later (with another constant) 
by LONGNECKER and SERFLING [ 2 , Theorem 1] . 
Now take <p(t, m) = t^~1)ly w(t), where again 1 and w(t) is a (not neces-
sarily nondecreasing, but positive) slowly varying function, i.e., w(t) is defined and 
positive for real i=>0, and for every fixed real C > 0 we have 
w(Ci) , 
. / — 1 as t -* <=°. w(i) 
For example, w(i) = {log (1 + /)}/3{log log (2 + t)f is such a function, where P and 
<5 are arbitrary real numbers. It is not hard to check that we again have 
$(t, m) =á C(a, 7, w) t^~^lyw{t), 
where C(a, 7, w) is a positive constant depending only on a, 7, and w(t). 
C o r o l l a r y 2. Let a > l and 7 S I be given. Suppose that there exist a nonneg-
ative and superadditive function f(b, m), and a slowly varying positive function w(t), 
such that t(a~1)ly w(t) is nondecreasing and that for every ¿SO and m £ l we have 
f \S(b, m)\y dp. tif*(b, m) wy(f(b, m)). 
Then for every ¿SO and m S l we have 
f My(b, m ) d n ^ j C(a, 7, w)f"(b, m) w>(f(b, m)). 
Next take <p(t, m)=A(m), where {l(m): m=1, 2, ...} is a nondecreasing sequ-
ence of positive numbers. 
C o r o l l a r y 3. Let 7 S I be given. Suppose that there exist a nonnegative and 
superadditive function f(b, tri), and a positive and nondecreasing sequence l(m) such 
that for every ¿S0 and mSi we have 
f IS^fc, m)\y d/i =f(b, m)Xy(m). 
Then for every ¿SO and /«Si we have 
(2.1) fMy(b, m) dn s V - ' f i b , m) { ^ A ( [ f ])[• 
This moment inequality, apart from the factor 3 ? _ 1 on the right-hand side, was 
already proved by the present author in a slightly different form in [3, Theorem 4]. 
Finally, it is quite obvious that in any case we can state the following 
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C o r o l l a r y 4. Under the conditions of the Theorem, for every b^O and m^2 
we have 
(2.2) / Af»(b, m) da ^ 3 , - l / ( b , m) ^ ( / ( b , m), (log m)». 
In the special case when <p(t, rn)=X (m) is a slowly varying sequence, which is 
positive and nondecreasing, in particular, when <p(t,m) = l, the right-hand side of 
(2.2) is of the same order of magnitude as the right-hand side of (1.3) or (1.4). Thus, 
in this case the moment inequality (2.2) cannot be improved in the framework of 
our method. 
R e m a r k 2. Corollary 3 is proved in [3] by the socalled bisection technique 
with respect to the number m of the terms, which goes back to the proof of the well-
known Rademacher—Mensov inequality (see, e.g. [4, p. 83]). The proof of Corollary 
1 is based on the bisection technique with respect to the weight fib, m), which was 
firstly applied, it seems to us, by ERDŐS [1] concerning an upper estimation of the 
fourth moment of the partial sums of lacunary trigonometric series. Now, the proof 
of our Theorem presented in the next Section is based on an appropriate combina-
tion of these two bisection techniques. This combined technique was firstly used, as 
far as the author is aware, by TANDORI [5] in order to obtain a special upper esti-
mate for the second moment of the maximum of the partial sums of orthogonal 
series. 
For a more detailed historical background of these moment inequalities see [3]. 
3. The proof of the theorem 
P r o o f of (1.3). Setting 
*(*, 1) = (PC, 1) ( » £ 0) 
and 
[ l o g m ] - l ( t f m 1\ 
* ( f , « 0 = 2 n ^ ' b ^ - J J = 
it is clear that 4>(t, m) is also nondecreasing in both variables. This explicit expression 
for <£(/, m) can be rewritten into the following recurrence one, which will be useful 
in the sequel: 
(3.1) HU 1) = Ht, 2) = *( / , 3) = (p(t, 1) ( r ^ O ) 
and 
(3.2) * ( ' , m) = cp (/, + 0 ( ± , [ | - ] ) (/ ^ 0, m S 4). 
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Now, statement (1.3) to be proved turns into 
(3.3) / M > ( b , m) dn 3 m ) & ( f { b , m), TO). 
The proof of (3.3) proceeds by induction on m. By (1.2) and (3.1), this is obvious 
for m=1 and for each b, even the factor 3V_1 is superfluous on the right of (3.3) 
in this case. 
In order to prove (3.3) for m=2 and 3 with arbitrary b, we use the trivial esti-
mate 
b+m 
M(b, TO) ^ 2 l&l. 
*=6+i 
whence Minkowski's inequality and (1.2) provide that 
(3.4) { / W { b , m ) d n Y ^ j f / 1 / y ( f c - l , l )<p( / ( fc - l , 1), 1). 
Taking into account the monotonicity of cp(t, m) and making use of the elementary 
inequality 
b + m ( b+m 
(3.5) 2 tl'y ^ ™(y-1)ly 2 h\ (i* fe 0, v S 1), 
k = b+l Mfc=6+1 ' 
from (3.4) and (1.1) it follows that 
, , . 6 + m 
{/My(b, m) dp^lly S rn), l ) k 2 J1'1 ^ = 
^ mt'-W/Wib, m) <p(f(b, m), 1). 
By (3.1) this is a sharpened form of (3.3) in case m=2, and (3.3) itself in case m—3. 
Assume now as induction hypothesis that inequality (3.3) holds true for 
each nonnegative integer b and for each positive integer less than m, m s 4 , in the 
place of the second argument (we actually use that it is true for each positive integer 
not more than [mj2]). We will show that inequality (3.3) holds for m itself (and for 
arbitrary b). 
We begin with an elementary observation. If f(b,m)=0 for some b and m, 
then, by (1.1), f(b, k)=0 and, by (1.2), S(b,k) =0 a.e. for each k= 1,2, ...,m, 
too. Consequently, M(b,m)=0 a.e. and thus (3.3) is obviously satisfied. 
Henceforth we may and do assume that f(b, m)?±0. Then there exists an integer 
p, l S / i S m , such that 
(3.6) f ( b , p - l ) S j f ( b , m ) ^ f ( b , p ) , 
where we agree to set f(b, 0 ) = 0 on the left of (3.6) in case p= 1. It is also conve-
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nient to set S(b, 0)=M(b, 0)=0. Now (1.1) and (3.6) imply 
(3.7) f(b+p, m-p) f(b, m)-f(b, p) < j f ( b , m). 
We distinguish three cases according as p = 1, — and p=m. 
Case (i): Set 
ft = a n d 4x = { 
= [—=r~] a n d q* = { 
ft if P-- 1 is even, 
ft+1 if P-- 1 is odd; 
ft if m -P is even, 
ft+1 if m -P is odd. 
(3.8) |5(6, /с)| ^ 
Pi 
It is clear that fi+qi=p—l and p2+q2 = m—p. 
We are going to establish appropriate upper bounds for \S(b, /c)| under various 
values of к between 1 and m. It is easy to check that 
M ( b , p J for 1 
| S ( M i ) l + M(b + ? i , f t ) for q x * k * > p - 1 , 
\S(b,p)\+M(b + p,p2) for p^k^p+p2, 
.\S(b,p + q^)\ + M(b+p+q2,p2) for p + q2^k^m. 
Hence we can derive a suitable upper estimate for \S(b, /c)| when к runs from 1 till 
m, which is independent of the value of k. Consequently, it will be an upper estimate 
for M(b, m), as well: 
(3.9) M(b,m)^\S(b,qi)\ + \S(b + qi,p-qJ\ + \S(b + p,q2)\ + 
+ {AT 46 , ft)+ Mv(b + qlt ft)+ M?(b+ p, ft)+ М?(Ь+ p + q2, ft)}1". 
Applying Minkowski's inequality, we find that 
(3.10) { /МУ(Ъ, m)dfiY<y Ш { /15(6 , qj\> dp}1"+ { f \S(b + qu p-q^dn}^ + 
+ {f|5(b + ft qj\>dnyi> + { f Mi(b,pJdn+fM'{b + qltpddii + 
+ / M ' ( 6 + p, p2)dfi+f M*(b + p+q2, ft)<ty}1/y = A + B, 
where A denotes the sum of the first three terms and В denotes the fourth term on the 
right-hand side of (3.10). 
Due to (1.2) and the facts that 
+ l = and p-qi = p1+ + 1 = 
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we have that 
А Ш/Ч*{Ь, qj(p{f(b, qj, qi)+fll\b + qi,p-qjcp(f(b + q1,p-qd,p-qi) + 
+f1'\b + p, q2)cp(f(b + p, q2), q2) ^ 
^ <P [fib, m), [ у ] ) {Г'ЧЬ, qx)+flh(b + q„ Р-Ч,)+Г'ЧЬ + Р,Ч2)}. 
Using the elementary inequality (3.5) for m—3, by (1.1) we obtain 
(3.11) AS. 3 W / V ' i b , m) cp [ f i b , m), [ у ] ] . 
On the other hand, by the induction hypothesis, 
(3.12) ВУ y-l{fib, Pl) 0>(f(b, pO, Pl) + 
+f(b + qi,Pi) ф-'ifib + q^ Pl), pi)+f(b + p, p2) Фу{КЬ+р, p2), p2) + 
+fib + p + q2, p2) <Py(fib + p + q2, p2), p2)} = 3y~1iB1+B2 + Bs+Bi). 
First consider BX. Taking (3.6) into account, and that PI=P—1 and P^LM/2], 
it follows that 
BI s f i b , Pi) Фу(яь, P-1), P l ) s f i b , PJ ФУ [ у ] ) . 
Similarly, by (3.6) and (3.7) we have in turn 
в ^ п ь + Р + Ч 2 , р 2 ) Ф у [ Щ ^ - , [ ^ } \ 
To sum up; (3.12) and the estimates for B t just obtained yield 
(3.13) B* ^ 3У~1ФУ [f(b'2m) , {fib, Pl)+fib + qi, Рд+fib+p, p2) + 
+fib + P + q„ p2)} ^ 3-V(b, m) фу [ f ]), 
the last inequality following by (1.1). 
Finally, putting (3.10), (3.11), and (3.13) together, we arrive at the inequality 
{fM4b, mWnY" Ш 3<-y~1)/yflly{b, m){cp[fib, m), + ["])}, 
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which is equivalent to (3.3) owing to (3.2). 
1 1 
Case (ii): p=1. Now fib, l ) > y f(b, m) and thus / ( 6 + 1, m-l)<y/(6, m). 
Setting 
[ m — 11 / p2 if m — 1 is even, 
— \ ^ , , = U + 1 if m - 1 is odd; 
we have, ^2=[m/2], Now instead of (3.9) we can estimate in a simpler way: 
(3.14) M{b,m)^\S(b,\)\ + \SQ>+\,q2)\ + {M?{b+\,p2) + My(b + q2+\,p2)Yly. 
The further reasonings are very similar, but somewhat shorter, to those in Case (i). 
We do not enter into details. 
1 
Case (iii): p=m. Now f(b, m —1)^— fib, m) and 
(3.15) M(b, m) ^ \S(b, q2)\ + \S(b + m-1, 1)| + {M*(6, p^) + My(b + q2,pj}1'*, 
where p2 and q2 are the same as in Case (ii). 
Thus inequality (1.3) has been completely proved. 
P r o o f of (1.4). Setting 
[logm] ( t f m i l 
$ ( t , m ) = Z o ^ ' B R J J 
we have, instead of (3.1) and (3.2), the following recurrence relations: 
$(t, 1) = <p(t, 1) ( ( S O ) and $(t,m) = <p(t,m) + $ [ j , [ y ] ) (¡S0,m52). 
Statement (1.4) turns into 
(3.16) f M*(6, m) dn j f ( b , m) *»(/(&, m), m). 
This is obvious for m — 1 even without the factor 5/2 on the right-hand side 
since M(b, l) = S(b, 1) for each b. In order to prove it for m=2 and for arbitrary b, 
we again use the trivial estimate 
M(b, 2)^\Zb+1\ + \Qb+2\, 
whence Minkowski's inequality and (1.2) provide that 
(3.17) { / M y ( b , 2)dpYh =flly(b, 1 )<p{f(b, 1), l)+jvr(b+l, \)q>{f(b + \, 1), 1). 
Making use of (1.1), we can conclude that either 
fib, 1) S 1 / ( 6 , 2 ) or / ( 6 + 1 , 1 ) ^ 1 / ( 6 , 2 ) . 
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Taking this and the monotonicity of q>(t, tri) into account, from (3.17) it follows that 
{/ МУ(Ъ, 2) d»Y>y 2) { ( p ( f ( b , 2), 1 ) + i ) } = 
= flh(b, 2) Ф(/(Ь, 2), 1), 
which is a sharpened form of (3.16) for m=2. 
The induction step is quite similar to that in the proof of (1.3), with the excep-
tion that this time one can start, instead of (3.9), from the following inequality, too: 
(3.18) M(b, m) á {IS(b, + p)|* + |S(b, p + q2)\y}1/y + 
+ {МУ(Ь, Pl) + My(b + qi,Pl) + My(b + p,p2) + My(b + p + q2, p2)f'y 
(and analogous inequalities also instead of (3.14) and (3.15)). If one begins the cal-
culations with (3.18), then one can avoid using inequality (3.5), as a result of which 
one gets the smaller factor 5/2. Indeed, now 
{/ МУ(Ь, m) äß}1'? ё Ä+B, 
where 
Ä = {/1S(b, / 1 S ( b , p)Vdp+ f IS(b, p+q2)\ydpyiy 
and В is the same as in (3.10). Due to (1.2), the monotonicity of (p(t, m) and (3.6), 
one can easily deduce: 
Ä S { / (b , qj <py{f(b, gi), qi)+f(b, p) q>y{f(b, p), p) + 
+ nb,p + q2)cp(f(b,p + q2),p + q2)Y'y S <p{f(b, m),m){f(b, q,)+f{b, p) + 
+f(b, P+q2)}1'y ^ ( y ) y f l h ( b , m) q>(f(b, m), m). 
The further reasoning runs along the same line as in the proof of (1.3). 
Thus our Theorem has been completely proved. 
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